
Coaching Solutions for 
Adult Student Success

A partner for the journey
Adult students attend college for a variety of reasons. Some are looking to advance in their careers; some to change direction; 
and many to fulfill a commitment they made to themselves or to serve as a role model for their families. While their reasons 
differ, nearly all of them face the challenge of adding a commitment to school to an already-long list of responsibilities. Our 
experience working with adult learners has taught us that these students appreciate and respond well to advice and support 
to balance an education with the competing demands of career and family. 

Early support equals maximum impact
Adult student success hinges on their ability to navigate commitments and possible roadblocks in and out of school. Coaches 
support students to overcome obstacles and reach their goals. The benefits of coaching carry into other areas of students’ lives, 
increasing their feelings of effectiveness, allowing them to better manage their commitments and decreasing stress.

COACHES HELP STUDENTS OVERCOME OBSTACLES ON THEIR JOURNEY TO SUCCESS

*Obstacles can arise across the student journey, they are not specific to where they are listed
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Our solutions

Prospective
Adult learners need to determine if school will fit into their robust schedules as part of their deciding to attend college. 
They also must discover if the time and financial investment of college will have a tangible payoff, such as a promotion 
or better job.

TIME
Most adult students have full lives already and can’t envision adding more to their schedules. Coaches help them 
examine what changes they need to make to accommodate classes, encouraging them to connect their current 
activities to their larger goals. For some prospective students, school doesn’t fit well at the time. Coaches assist them 
to picture when school might work and break down steps to take in preparation.

MONEY
Prospective adult students often believe the return on investment of a college education won’t be worth the incurred 
debt. Coaches help them picture how a college degree will enrich their lives. Coaches also know the specific 
financial aid and scholarship questions to ask in each instance, helping adults seek financial support, and identify 
budgeting realities.

Active
For adult students to persevere and complete their educations, they will need to believe in themselves, know others 
share their emotions and struggles, and support resources exist to help guide them.

LACK OF CONFIDENCE
Many adults lack confidence in their identity as students. They find it hard to see themselves as “college material” 
as they don’t match the traditional mold. Coaches help them translate their existing experiences into the student 
environment. They encourage help-seeking behavior and use of school resources, while fostering a growth mindset 
that increases resilience and persistence.

ABSENCE OF A SUPPORT NETWORK
Adult students will likely require a strong support network to help them manage work, life and school. In some cases, 
they will also need child care. Coaches can point them to the right support resources, such as often-overlooked grants 
and community offerings. Also, they can work with adults to evaluate and prioritize their busy schedules, teaching 
them how to proactively problem solve and deal with potential roadblocks before they become realities.

FALSE PERSPECTIVE
Many adult students feel they don’t belong. Online learning can intensify this perception. Coaches normalize this 
feeling and the challenges they face. They serve as the objective third party that provides perspective while sharing 
their frustrations and wins. For online learners, coaches become much-needed connections and sounding boards that 
support them as they progress. Coaches also encourage these students to build community through discussion boards 
and virtual student groups.

Graduation & Career
Many adult students have specific goals in mind before deciding to go back to school to get degrees. However, many 
lack the knowledge or insight on how to maximize their newly acquired skills to advance their careers in line with their 
original plans.

CAREER FOCUSED
Coaches get to know every student personally through phone calls, emails and text messages. This allows them 
to understand the unique goals and ambitions each student has for after they graduate. Coaches then use these 
insights along with their prior experience to help adult students translate their degrees, skills and abilities to 
achieve maximum success.
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